SWIMMING POOL SANITIZER

When used as directed, this product is effective as a swimming pool water sanitizing agent.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Read entire label and use strictly in accordance with precautionary statements and directions.

Ensure all pool equipment is working properly. Clean or backwash the filter following manufacturer’s directions.

Adjust pH to between 7.2-7.6. Add stablizer to establish a minimum level of 30-40 ppm to reduce the degradative effects of sunlight upon the chlorine residual. Check for metals. Before using this product, add stain and scale inhibitor to prevent staining of pool surface due to metals. When using other products as outlined in the directions for this product, always follow directions on those products.

With pump running, broadcast 4 ounces of this product per 10,000 gallons directly into the water in the deep end of the pool as an initial treatment. Repeat additions until a residual of 1-4 ppm chlorine is established as determined by the use of a test kit. To prevent damage to pool surface, use a pool brush to disperse granules that may have settled to the bottom of the pool. NEVER ALLOW UNDISSOLED PRODUCT TO REST IN CONTACT WITH BLEACHABLE POOL SURFACES. Regular use of a test kit is necessary to determine when it is necessary to add another dose of this product to maintain a residual of 1-4 ppm available chlorine in the pool water. An average daily dose requirement is 2-3 oz. of this product per 10,000 gallons of water.

After use of this product it is recommended that a preventative algae treatment be added on a weekly basis.

SUPERCHLORINATION: Broadcast one pound of this product per 10,000 gallons directly into the water in the deep end of the pool. To prevent damage to pool surface, use a pool brush to disperse any granules that may have settled to the bottom of your pool. NEVER ALLOW UNDISSOLED PRODUCT TO REST IN CONTACT WITH BLEACHABLE POOL SURFACES.

In water temperatures less than 70°F, or as an alternate application procedure, pre-dissolve this product prior to applying evenly to the deep end of the pool. Dissolve this product outdoors, in a clean plastic bucket stirring with a clean, plastic or wooden spoon. Add this product to water; NEVER add water to product. NEVER add more than 1 pound of this product to less than 3 gallons of cool water. Do not mix with other products when pre-dissolving. Re-entry into treated swimming pools is prohibited above levels of 4 ppm chlorine due to risk of body injury.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL: Keep this product dry in original tightly closed container when not in use. Store in a cool, dry, well ventilated area away from heat or open flame. Moisture may decompose this product and cause a violent reaction leading to fire and explosion. In case of decomposition, isolate container if possible and flood area with large amounts of water to dissolve all material before discarding this container. Do not contaminate food or feed by storage or disposal. CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Non-refillable container. Do not re-use or refill this container. Offer for recycling if available. Triple rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after emptying.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS: DANGER: Corrosive. Causes irreversible eye damage. May be fatal if inhaled. Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin. Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing. Do not breathe dust or vapor. Wear goggles, face shield or safety glasses. Wash thoroughly after handling. Remove contaminated clothing and wash before reuse.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS: STRONG OXIDIZING AGENT. Do not mix with other chemicals. Mix only with water. Never add water to product. Always add product to large quantities of water. Use clean dry utensils. Do not add this product to any dispersing device containing remnants of any other product. Such use may cause a violent reaction leading to fire or explosion. Contamination with moisture, organic matter or other chemicals will start a chemical reaction and generate heat, hazardous gas, possible fire and explosion. In case of contamination or decomposition, do not reseal container. If possible, isolate container in open air or well ventilated area. Flood area with large volumes of water.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This product is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms. Do not discharge effluent containing this product into lakes, streams, ponds, estuaries, oceans or other waters unless in accordance with the requirements of a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit and the permitting authority has been notified in writing prior to discharge. Do not discharge effluent containing this product to sewer systems without previously notifying the local sewage treatment plant authority. For guidance contact your State Water Board or Regional Office of the EPA. NOTE: Buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

CHLORINATING CONCENTRATE

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: Sodium dichloroisocyanurate dihydrate..............................99.0%
OTHER INGREDIENTS:.................................................................1.0%
TOTAL INGREDIENTS:.............................................................100.0%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
DANGER

See back panel for additional precautionary statements.

FIRST AID: IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF SWALLOWED: Call poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Note to Physician: Probable muscular damage may cause difficulty in breathing. IN CASE OF MEDICAL EMERGENCY, CALL 1-877-800-5553.

NET WEIGHT: 90 lb (40.8 kg)
MANUFACTURED FOR: ASEPSIS
PO. BOX 1788, SUMMERVILLE, GA. 30074-0873